GALVANIZED STEEL BED RAIL FASTENER

FEATURES:
- surface mounted-no mortising
- made of 18 gauge galvanized steel
- a set includes 4 units-2 left 2 right
- made for 6" wide rails
- not recommended for bunk bed
- must provide your own screws

APPLICATIONS:
Knock down hardware used for assembly of bed parts, head/foot boards and rails.

SPECIFICATIONS:

INSTALLATION:
Sets are made up with matching numbers. Each rail will require a #1 set and #2 set installed on opposite ends. They are attached to inside face of bed rail. It is therefore necessary that rails and foot and head boards be marked accurately before proceeding. Please note that all hardware is invisible from outside view when bed parts are assembled.

1. Attach rail bracket (male) hardware to inside face of bed rails. Vertically center male hook on end of bed rail that is wider than 5". Place flats of hook even with rail ends. Hold in position while marking screw holes with pencil. Stamped number is toward you and hooks will face downward. (See Fig. 3)

2. Drill pilot holes. Attach rail bracket (male) to bed rail ends 5/8" x #8 F.H. screws. Using a hardwood block and hammer, drive prongs into bed rail.

3. Locate position of female brackets on bed posts. Hold in position and mark centers for screws.

4. Drill pilot holes into bed posts. Place post bracket (female) in line with holes and pound bracket prongs into post. Finish attachment by driving 1-1/4" x 8 F.H. screws.
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